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	Experience The Best of Egypt

	The Pyramids of Giza, Siwa Oasis, Luxor Museum – we’ve selected the most iconic sights and incredible places so you can enjoy the real Egypt with the minimum of fuss.

	

	Highlights reveal the must-see attractions and unbeatable experiences

	Itineraries make planning your ultimate vacation simple

	Local Expertsrecommend what not to miss

	Easy-to-Use Maps make getting around the island a breeze

	

	Our Promise

	You can trust our travel information because Lonely Planet authors visit the places we write about, each and every edition. We never accept freebies for positive coverage, so you can rely on us to tell it like it is.
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The Art of Creative Thinking: How to Be Innovative and Develop Great Ideas (John Adair Leadership Library)Kogan Page, 2009

	
		The importance of creative thinking today needs no emphasis. In your profession or sphere of work you will have a competitive advantage if you develop your ability to come up with new ideas. In your personal life, too, creative thinking can lead you into new paths of creative activity. It can enrich your life – though not...
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Environmental Nanotechnology Volume 3 (Environmental Chemistry for a Sustainable World)Springer, 2019

	
		This third volume on environmental nanotechnology includes chapters dealing with topics such nanoremediation, waste water purification, nanosensors, nanomedicine, and nanofiltration. It also highlights the safety aspects and risk assessment and management related to several toxins, as well as nanotechnology related solutions for...
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Sams Teach Yourself JavaScript in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2002

	
		The aim of Sams Teach Yourself JavaScript in 21 Days is to tutor the Web-literate novice JavaScripter through to a high level of competency in applying JavaScript to Web pages.

	
		In addition to core uses of client-side JavaScript, Sams Teach Yourself JavaScript in 21 Days also covers emerging topics such as...
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Imbalanced Learning: Foundations, Algorithms, and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The first book of its kind to review the current status and future direction of the exciting new branch of machine learning/data mining called imbalanced learning


	Imbalanced learning focuses on how an intelligent system can learn when it is provided with imbalanced data. Solving imbalanced learning problems is critical in...
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The Rootkit Arsenal: Escape and Evasion in the Dark Corners of the SystemJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2012

	While forensic analysis has proven to be a valuable investigative tool in the field of computer security, utilizing anti-forensic technology makes it possible to maintain a covert operational foothold for extended periods, even in a high-security environment. Adopting an approach that favors full disclosure, the updated Second Edition of The...
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Applying COM+Sams Publishing, 2000
Intermediate to advanced C++ and Visual Basic developers will benefit  significantly from this book, particularly if they understand COM superficially,  but now need a complete understanding of both COM and COM+. Specifically, the  book will do the following:



    	
    Provide a thorough grounding in core COM...
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